A vibrational force field for the polypeptide chain has been developed for normal-mode analysis of such molecules. It can reproduce observed frequencies of known structures to within about 5 cm-l. We review the application of this technique to conformational problems in peptides (@-turns and their model compounds), polypeptides [the aII-helix and crystalline poly(g1ycine II)], and proteins (bacteriorhodopsin and glucagon).
INTRODUCTION
Vibrational spectroscopy (i.e., ir and Raman) has a long history of application to structural studies on polypeptide molecules, but for most of this period the full potential of this technique has not been utilized. This is because interpretations of experimental results have been based mainly on group frequency correlations rather than on more powerful theoretical approaches to the analysis of the spectra. In recent years, as a result of the development of high-speed computers and the refinement of highly predictive vibrational force fields for polypeptides, it has become possible to do meaningful normal-mode analyses on such molecules and thus to make predictions of the vibrational frequencies associated with a proposed structure. As a result of the detailed comparisons that are now possible between observed and calculated frequencies, much stronger structural conclusions can be reached.
In this paper I review some recent work on the refinement of a force field for polypeptides and give examples of its application to the study of conformation in peptides, polypeptides, and proteins.
VIBRATIONAL FORCE FIELD FOR POLYPEPTIDES
Force fields are usually refined by parametrizing a vibrational potential function (in our case, a generalized valence force field) and determining the values of the (force) constants in it that give the best fit to the observed frequencies of relevant molecules of known structure (usually together with their isotopic derivatives). Our studies began with N-methylacetamide,l and this force field was then transferred to poly(g1ycine I)2 and poly(g1ycine II).3 These results formed the basis for a calculation of poly(g1ycine I) in the revised antiparallel-chain rippled-sheet structure: 6-poly(L-alanine) in the antiparallel-chain pleated-sheet ~t r u c t u r e ,~ and a-helical poly(Lalanine).6 During this stage of the refinement process, we discovered that transition dipole coupling must be included in the force field if observed amide I and amide I1 splittings are to be satisfactorily explained.7a
In our most.recent work the force fields for poly(g1ycine I)9 and /3-poly-(L-alanine)'O have been "fine tuned" to give maximum transferability between these molecules and optimum agreement with the spectra of isotopic species. For the parent molecules it is now possible to reproduce observed frequencies to within an average error of about 5 cm-l, an example of which, for P-poly(L-alanine), is shown in Fig. 1 . This force field has also shown good transferability to a-poly(L-alanine) (A. M. Dwivedi and S. Krimm , to be published) and has enabled us to show that the ND stretching fundamental in P-poly(L-alanine) is derivable from a three-level Fermi resonance analysis.ll By using such a force field it should now be possible to calculate normal vibration frequencies with sufficient accuracy to permit in-depth analysis of conformation from spectra. Some applications of this approach to the study of peptides, polypeptides, and proteins are illustrated in what follows. 
PEPTIDES
A common constituent structure in globular proteins is the P-turn, the region in which a polypeptide chain reverses direction by -180'.
It is therefore important to be able to characterize this structure spectroscopically, a task made difficult by the range of conformations involved12 and the paucity of model compounds available. We have approached this problem by doing normal mode calculations on canonical ,&turns and by analyzing the spectra and conformations of peptides known to have 0-turn structures.
Our calculated amide mode frequencies of standard P-turns13J4 (Table  I) show two interesting features when compared to frequencies of a-helical and P-sheet structures. First, some of the modes are characteristic of the particular 6-turn, thus providing a possible means of identifying these structures. Second, there are P-turn frequencies that occur in the same region as a-helix and/or 0-sheet modes, showing that caution may be necessary in assigning bands of globular proteins exclusively to the latter conformations.
These conclusions are given support by the ability of our force field to reproduce observed frequencies of known 0-turn structures. The tetrapeptide Cbz-Gly-L-Pro-L-Leu-Gly crystallizes in a type I 0-turn, and our calculated amide I and amide I1 frequencies are in excellent agreement with the observed ir and Raman bands. 15 We have computed the normal modes of the four 0-turns of insulin,16 and we predict frequencies that correspond well with hitherto observed but unassignable Raman bands in the amide I and amide I1 regions.
We have used this predictive capability to determine, from ir and Raman spectra of a cyclic dipeptide model for a 0-turn, which of a number of energetically feasible conformations is present in the crystal. Conformational energy calculations on this molecule, cyclo (L-alanylglycyl-eaminocaproyl), show that it has four different conformations within about 1 kcal/mol of the minimum-energy structure. 17 We have calculated the normal modes of the 10 lowest energy conformations,ls and we show in Fig. 2 amide I modes of these structures together with the observed ir and Raman bands. It can be seen that certain conformations (e.g., 1,2,4-7) give very poor agreement with the observed frequencies; for others (8-lo), the agreement is certainly questionable; and one (3) gives fairly good agreement, Examination of the other amide modes,18 in particular amide V, shows convincingly that conformation 3 is the structure most likely to be present.
Similar analyses permitted us to determine the likely conformations of cyclo(L-alanyl-L-alanyl-t-aminocaproyl) and cyclo(L-alanyl-D-alany1-eaminocaproy1)
.lg These studies show that frequencies are often more sensitive to conformational structure than energies, and thus that normal-mode analysis can be a powerful technique in studying peptide conformation.
POLYPEPTIDES
Our force-field refinement was based on normal-mode analyses of poly(g1ycine U4v9 and P-p~ly(L-alanine)~J~; it showed clearly that the former has a rippled-sheet structure, whereas the latter has a pleated-sheet structure. This force field provided a basis for analyzing the spectrum of a-helical poly(L-alanine) (Ref. in both the standard a1 as well as modified a11 forms (see below). We have recently completed a study of poly(g1ycine 11) that reveals the nature of chain packing in the crystal and confirms the presence in this structure of interchain C-H-O=C hydrogen bonds.20 Poly(g1ycine 11) is a 31-helix that can presumably pack in parallel2I or antiparalle122,23 chain arrangements, in both of which interchain C--H-O=C hydrogen bonds can form.21v23 Spectroscopic s t~d i e s~~y~~ had suggested that such bonds are present, but stronger evidence is desirable. We have now calculated the normal modes of the full crystal structure,20 abandoning the point-mass approximation for the CH2 group3 and incorporating the possibility of C-H--O=C and related bifurcated N-H-0 hydrogen bonds. The results for some of these modes are shown in Table 11 .
It will be seen that some observed bands are predicted by the antiparallelbut not by the parallel-chain structure, whereas in other cases the frequency agreement for the antiparallel-chain structure is substantially better than for the parallel-chain structure. This provides convincing evidence that the former structure is preferred in crystalline poly(g1ycine 11). The additional bands arise from the fact that strict 31-helix symmetry is broken by the proposed presence in the antiparallel-chain structure of a C-H-O=C hydrogen bond in every third residue. 23 The spectroscopic results therefore show that such nonequivalence of residues indeed exists and, from the values of the CH2 frequencies, that C-H-O=C hydrogen bonds are responsible. 
PROTEINS
The ir spectrum of bacteriorhodopsin is generally consistent with the a-helix structures suggested by electron diffraction,26 but some bands in the spectrum have unusual f r e q u e n c i e~.~~ In searching for a possible reason for this, we calculated the frequencies of the aII-helix, a helix with the same n and h as the standard q-helix but having slightly different cp,rc/.28 These helices, with cp = -57.4', = -47.5' for a1 and cp = -70.5'C, rc/ = -35. 8' for cq, are compared in Fig. 3 . Our calculations (Ref 29; and Dwivedi and Krimm, to be published) show that four observed anomalous features of the bacteriorhodopsin spectrum can be accounted for by the presence of aII-helices. In such helices (see Fig. 3 ), the planes of the peptide groups are tilted such that the N-H bond points inward toward the axis, thus decreasing the distance between NH hydrogens so that they can be in contact with one another. This led us to the peculation^^ that the helical array of NH hydrogen atoms, rather than the previously proposed sidechain pathway, may constitute the framework through which proton transport takes place. Although this is a novel suggestion, it is given a sound structural basis by the detailed spectroscopic analysis.
The ability to calculate the normal modes of globular proteins would open up exciting possibilities for studying the conformations of these molecules. Such a computation has now been done on g l u~a g o n .~~ Although an "approximate" force field was used (Dwivedi and Krimm, to be published), in which the side chain is taken as a point mass, the calculation should yield relevant information on amide and skeletal vibrations. The -600 normal modes have yet to be analyzed, but as an illustration of some of the results, we show in Fig. 4 the distribution of one internal coordinate (C=O stretching) in the amide I modes30: in some modes the vibration is localized in one or two peptide groups, whereas in others it is delocalized over (generally a-helical) segments of the polypeptide chain. Similar effects can be seen in other modes. Since glucagon has quite different Raman spectra in crystal, gel, and solution,31 it should be possible with the help of such calculations to do detailed studies of its conformational states as a function of environment.
